
Havas Media Leverages AdsDax Platform to
Enable Blockchain-Tracked Media Buying

AdsDax

Award-winning ad company launched
their latest campaign on AdsDax to test
the potential of ad data tracked on the
blockchain

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM, April 10,
2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Havas
Media has partnered with tech
provider AdsDax to harness the
potential of using blockchain
advertising technology to aid in the
transparent measurement and tracking
of ad data over the course of a
campaign. 

Launched two weeks ago, the
campaign uses the AdsDax advertising
platform to run rich-media creative
that promotes food delivery service
“Swiggy” in India to mobile device users during the cricket season. Throughout the campaign
over 2.3 million users engaged with the advert, with all user engagements being tracked directly
from the user’s device on a public blockchain.  This addition of a blockchain tracking layer gives

Although we are still in R&D
to constantly increase the
throughput and scale of our
live platform, we believe we
now have a solution that is
successfully meeting the
requirements of the ad
industry.”

Ian Mullins, CEO & Founder

advertisers a greater visibility towards their campaign
goals.

During the course of the campaign key payable event data
from the adverts is sent from the consumer’s device to the
blockchain, where it is verified and validated by 3rd parties
before being stored on an immutable, distributed ledger.
This transparent data is available to the advertiser almost
instantly, allowing them to review exactly what they are
buying in real time. This not only speeds up the review
time on campaign performance for media buyers, but also
helps media buyers make decisions on how to spend their
budget more effectively, thus reducing wasted budget.

Commenting on the AdsDax platform, Rohan Chincholi, Head of Media and Business Head -
Mumbai and Bangalore, Digital, Havas Media said “The biggest issue with current blockchain
propositions is that there are a lot of theoretical concepts and ideas but not a lot of live
products. Speed and scale have been key arguments for blockchain detractors who have argued
that blockchain isn’t robust enough to support features such as real-time bidding and fraud
prevention, however, AdsDax has an end-to-end tech platform that, thus far, has met the speed
and scale expectations of the advertisers who have used it to run campaigns. AdsDax has a live
platform that solves the issues of speed and expense on the blockchain while delivering the key
features: transparent, immutable tracking and payment.”

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://adsdax.com/
https://adsdax.com/


Swiggy Campaign

Discussing the technology, AdsDax CEO
Ian Mullins commented, “There have
been several challenges for us to build
a platform that can meet the
expectations of the ad industry. We
have undertaken R&D into several
different blockchain protocols and
public blockchains and a lot of them
simply could not meet the demands
and throughput required by a live,
commercial platform. Although we are
still in R&D to constantly increase the
throughput and scale of our live
platform, we believe we now have a
solution that is successfully meeting
the requirements of the ad industry.
Our partnership with Havas Media on this campaign is simply further confirmation that
blockchain is the future of media buying.”

--/--

About AdsDax
The AdsDax vision for a new ecosystem is a unified platform that facilitates all aspects of advert
creation,  campaign delivery,  traffic and content verification and optimisation with transparent
reporting and costs. The aim is a platform that allows all participants to benefit from the money
that is currently wasted through middlemen and instead rewards consumers and incentivises
participants to create a more engaging and relevant ad experience. 

The founding team started as Yamgo, a mobile-oriented content provider which monetised video
on mobile.  As Yamgo we saw the problems content owners had monetising their content.  We
evolved into AdSpruce and worked to solve the problems of monetisation for content owners,
enabling them to monetise video and display inventory. Through AdSpruce we developed an
end-to-end video advertising platform with 28 of the world's top 100 Ad Age brands using our
platform and a publisher network with over 1 billion ad code requests per month.     
adsdax.com

About Havas Media
Havas Media is the main media brand in the Havas Group and operates in 144 countries. 

Our mission is to unite brands and people through meaningful connections and drive business
success. We service clients through a portfolio of specialist teams that span media, strategy,
international management, digital, mobile, social media, experiential, entertainment and sport.
Our simplified and integrated structure has allowed us to build one of the most integrated, agile
and responsive global teams in the industry.
havasmedia.com
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